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Abstract: DNA computing is a new computational paradigm by harnessing the potential massive parallelism, high density
information of bio-molecules and low power consumption, which brings potential challenges and opportunities
to
traditional cryptography. In this paper, on the basis of reviewing the principle of DNA computing and the development
situation of DNA computing briefly, I analyze some schemes and presents alternative security methods based on DNA.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
In today’s world data is of extreme importance. Everyone wants to protect the data and keep it secured. To secure the data we need to
encrypt it before transmitting it to receiver.
But all the encryption algorithms existing now a days are broken, so the world of information security looks in new directions to
protect the data. DNA Cryptography which is a new branch of cryptography, uses DNA Computing technology and has been
identified as a new hope for designing unbreakable cryptographic algorithms.
DNA works as a basic computational tool in this field and has massive storage capacity. One gram of DNA can store 108 tera bytes.
In this study, plain text messages and images are transformed using DNA as a information carrier. Researchers have designed many
cryptographic algorithms using DNA cryptography, which can break even the modern algorithms like DES, RSA etc.
In this paper I’ve summarised the techniques which are currently being used for encryption or decryption using DNA cryptography.
Some other applications of DNA Computing like stegnography and certification are also discussed in this paper. I’ve also analysed
these algorithms and techniques and have given an insight to the benefits which can be achieved with the help of DNA
Cryptography.
II.
DNA & DNA COMPUTING
A. DNA
DNA stands for Deoxyribonucleic Acid. It represents the genetic blueprint of living creatures. It contains “instructions” for
assembling cells. Every cell in human body has a complete set of DNA which is unique for each individual. It is a double-stranded
polynucleotide.
The two strands of a DNA molecule are anti parallel where each strand runs in an opposite direction. Two strands are held together by
weak hydrogen bonds between the complementary base pairs Adenine-Thymine and Guanine-Cytosine. Instructions are coded in a
sequence of the DNA bases.
A segment of DNA is exposed, transcribed and translated to carry out instructions.
Complementary strands (for example, ATCGAACT complements TAGCTTGA), anneal and twist around to form a double-helix.
The data density of DNA is impressive. Just like a string of binary data is encoded with ones and zeros, a strand of DNA is encoded
with four bases, represented by the letters A, T, C, and G.
The bases (also known as nucleotides) are spaced every 0.35 nanometers along the DNA molecule, giving DNA a remarkable data
density of nearly 18 Mbits per inch. In two dimensions, if you assume one base per square nanometer, the data density is over one
million Gbits per square inch. Compare this to the data density of a typical high performance hard drive, which is about 7 Gbits per
square inch –a factor of over 100,000 smaller.
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Fig. 1. Structure of DNA (A- Adenine, G- Guanine, C- Cytosine and T- Thymine)
B. DNA ComputingDNA computing is a form of computing which uses DNA and molecular biology, instead of the traditional silicon-based computer
technologies. The goal of the DNA computing field is to create a device that can work independent of human involvement. DNA
computing is fundamentally similar to parallel computing in that it takes advantage of the many different molecules of DNA to try
many different possibilities at once. DNA computing is multidisciplinary in nature with contribution from Biochemistry, Molecular
Biology, Genetics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Computer Science, Biology and Physics. The idea behind blending biology with
technology is due to the limitations faced by the semiconductor designers in decreasing the size of the silicon chips, which directly
affects the processor speed. Biocomputer consists of biochips unlike the normal computers, which are silicon-based computers. This
biochip consists of biomaterial such as nucleic acid, enzymes, etc. The power of a biocomputer is that it acts as a massively parallel
computer and has immense data storage capability. Thus, it can be used to solve NP-complete problems with higher efficiency.
DNA computers could help researchers to answer complicated mathematics problems that other types of computers have thus far been
unable to solve. It is hoped that DNA computers will be able to mimic the way that our current electronic computers think and
perform. In fact, one experiment found that a DNA computer works more effectively in comparison to a digital computer for the
application of data analysis provided by logic gates. A lot of researchers are focusing on solving many different problems by using
DNA Computing. The categorization of different areas in which DNA computing can be used is as follows:
Scheduling
Clustering
Forecasting
Signal and Image Processing
Security field1) Encryption/Decryption (cryptography),
2) Steganography,
3) Certification
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III.
DNA CRYPTOGRAPHY
A. Advantages of DNA CryptographyThe DNA cryptography method may be considered in the conventional cryptographic methods for at least the following advantages
that it possesses:
1) The sender needs not to have much key information to encrypt the information. Initially a part of the key is sufficient to encode
the information.
2) It requires a little information (only the private keys or part of the key) to be communicated through the secure channel.
3) The information that are to be transferred through public channel, small in size than that of original information.
4) One-time pad can be possibly used as the key giving enough storage, since almost one key for one piece of information. It
provides lots of strength in encoding techniques
Table:1
Comparision Between Traditional and DNA CRYP To Graphic Methods
Traditional
DNA Cryptography
Cryptography
Security

One Fold

Two Fold

Time Complexity

>= Few Seconds

>= Few hours

Storage Medium

Silicon Chips

DNA strands

Storage Capacity

1 Gram of silicon chip
carries 16 MB

1 Gram of DNA
carries 108 TB

Stability

Dependent on
implementation
environments

Dependent on
Environmental
conditions

This paper investigates a variety of bimolecular methods for encrypting and decrypting data. We assume the plaintext
message data is encoded in DNA strands. For example, the DNA strands in solution in a test tube may form a "wet" data
base of biological data (e.g., the DNA of personnel of an organization) which might be needed f o r security.
B. DNA Cryptography and its various techniquesDNA cryptography is the new field of interest in the common scenario, where it is possible to exploit the inherent massivelyparallel computing properties of DNA bonding to perform the encryption and decryption of the public and private keys. The
resulting encryption algorithm used in the transaction is much more complex than the one used by conventional encryption methods
1) Implementation of RSA Algo : The RSA algorithm is the most important and proven asymmetric key cryptographic algorithm.
The RSA algorithm is based on the mathematical fact which is easy to get and multiply large prime numbers together. The
private and public keys in RSA are based on extremely large prime numbers. The algorithm is quite easily. Whereas, the real
challenge for RSA is the selection and generation of the public keys and private keys or else the attacker can crack it .
The following description of figure. shows how the RSA algorithm works:
a) P and Q are two large random prime numbers.
b) E is public key, D is private key. When A send a message to B, A encrypts the message using B's public key,then just B can
decrypt the cipher text to plaintext, using B's private key.
c) CT is cipher text and PT is plaintext.
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P & Q (two large prime numbers are choiced)

N=P*Q (Calculate N)

Public key: E & Private key D

Encryption: CT= PTF mod N

CT to receiver

Decryption: PT= CTD mod N
RSA Algorithm
When we implement RSA Algorithm with DNA Computing, as explained in [32], the plain text message is encrypted as Cipher. The
steps for DNA implementation of this algorithm are as follows:
Setup plain text

matching with nucleotides

Nucleotide to numbers

Encrypted Message

Recovery plain text
RSA Algorithm using DNA Computing
It has a requirement to set up a list for corresponding plaintext. It is shown as Table. 2.
TABLE. 2 Encode Plaintext
A-CCA

B-GIT

I-AGT

J-CGA

C-ITG

D-GGT

K-GAA

E-TIT

F-TCG

M-CCT

G-CGC

H-ATG

O-CGG

Q-CAA

R-ACT

S-GCA

T-CIT

U-GTC

V-TCC

W-GCC

X-ATC

L-CGT
N-TCT
P-ACA

Y-AAA
Z-TCA
TABLE.3 . Mapping Process from base nuc1eotides to numbers
A-0l

C-03

G-07
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The experimentation encrypts a message for security consideration, which aims at not being read by others. In this way designing of a
new encryption scheme is possible with the combination of RSA algorithm and DNA Computing. The well effectiveness of the
method has been verified by simulation.
2 ) DNA One Time pad Cryptosystem using Substitution : The input to a substitution one-time- pad system, is a plaintext binary
message of length n, partitioned into plaintext w o r d s of fixed length, and a substitution one-time-pad consisting of a
table randomly mapping all possible strings of plaintext words into cipher words of fixed length, such that there is a unique
reverse mapping. The plaintext i s encrypted by substituting each its block of the plaintext with the cipher word given by a
table, and is decrypted by reversing these substitutions as in [22]. DNA Implementation, in the case of encryption by
substitution, one test tube of short DNA strands (the plaintext messages) is converted into another set of entirely different
strands (the encrypted m e s s a g e s ) in a random yet reversible way. DNA encoded messages are manipulated such that the
plaintext is converted to cipher strands and the plaintext strands are removed. This substitution method requires one-time-pad
DNA sequences to accomplish this conversion. The overall scheme involves long DNA pads containing many segments,
where each segment contains a cipher word followed by a plaintext word. The cipher word acts as a hybridization s i t e for
binding of a primer, which is then specifically appended with a plaintext word to produce word-pairs. The word-pair
DNA strands can be used as a type of lookup table in the first step of the conversion of plaintext into cipher text and
accomplish the remaining steps to complete encryption and decryption. DNA one-time pads, an ideal library of one-time
pads would contain a huge number of pads and each pad would provide a perfectly unique, random mapping of plaintext to
cipher word pairs. Construction of the libraries of codebook pads can be approached using segmental assembly or build-up
procedures used successfully in previous gene library construction projects. The design of sequence words for the plaintext
and cipher lexicons represents the first technical challenge. We would like the lexicons to be distinct, or disjoint in the
mathematical sense. We also need essentially complete coverage of the lexicon on each pad, as well as unique word mapping,
so a single plaintext word pairs with a single cipher word and vice versa.
3) DNA PCR Technology: PCR is an amplification and quantification process of DNA. The purpose of designing PCR is to
increase the amount of DNA, as it is very difficult to deal with small amount of DNA strands. The name Polymerase chain
reaction comes from the enzyme (biological catalyst) known as polymerase used in the technique and chain represents that this
amplification process occurs in many cycles one after another. By performing PCR, short sequences of DNA can be analysed
even in samples con- taining only minute quantities of DNA [29]. PCR can select small strands of DNA and amplifies those. In
practice, amplification of DNA involves cloning of segments of interest into vectors for expression. PCR is highly efficient so
that untold numbers of copies can be made from small selected DNA. Moreover, PCR uses the same molecules that nature uses
for copying DNA. To perform PCR, one should know the sequence of DNA to be amplified to design the right primer for
it, where primer is a sequence containing few numbers of nucleotides complimentary to the specific sequence of DNA which
is to be amplified [6]. In short, we can identify the PCR process into two phases:
• Two ”primers”, short single-stranded DNA sequences to correspond to the beginning and ending of the DNA stretch.
• Polymerase enzyme that moves along the segment of DNA, reading its code and assembling the copy.
The encryption key, in this case, is compound, consisting of both PCR primers pair and public key. Similarly decryption key
consists of complementary primer pairs and private key.
Plain Text

Cipher Text

Cipher DNA

Amplified DNA

Figure-2
Encryption starts with the exchange of two primers (forward and reverse) between sender and receiver via a secure channel].
For Encryption, pre-processing can be done, that the whole algorithm like RSA can be applied first.Then cipher text can be
converted into DNA sequence by coding scheme. By performing this, entirely different cipher text can be obtained. In literature,
cipher DNA refers the term cipher text which is in the form of DNA sequence, and plaintext DNA denotes the plaintext which is
in the form of DNA. The prepared cipher DNA is then flanked by the secret primers and mixed with a number of other
unknown DNA. Sender sends this DNA mixture to R e c e v i e r . For decryption, Bob can retrieve the cipher DNA by
performing PCR using its secret primer [51], and reverse the whole process which is done for encryption. Anyone without knowing
the two primers cannot retrieve target cipher DNA. Cipher DNA can be retrieved by using DNA decryption key (secret primers)
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and is converted into cipher text by using coding scheme. Finally, in the figure denotes that the cipher text is decrypted by RSA
private key.
4) DNA Chip Technology: DNA chips enable researchers to manipulate the vast amounts of data from genome-sequencing
.DNA chip technology is very important for the manipulation of biological data. It is commonly used to find expression
of many genes in parallel. These chips like silicon chips can be used to handle and store the data in the form of DNA
sequences.
DNA chips consist of large number of spots embedded on a solid surface, most commonly used is a glass slide.
Each spot consists of different kind and number of probes, where probes are small nucleotide sequences, which are able to bind
to the complimentary nucleotides. Nucleotides, which bind to these probes, are fluorescent labeled, whenever any DNA
sequence binds to these probes, it is observed under a laser dye and data is calculated electronically depending upon the ratio
of the binding of probe with the DNA in each spot.
Technique, considering the typical cryptographic scenario, has following steps:
a) Encryption key is a collection of particular probes where decryption key is a collection of corresponding probes having
complimentary sequence. The decryption key is then sent to the receiver in a secure manner.
b) Plaintext is converted into a binary format. This binary format is then embedded into DNA chip as a cipher text (cipher
DNA). Without knowing the decryption key one cannot read the plaintext from the DNA chip
c) Receiver uses the decryption key and hybridizes the cipher DNA. With the help of computer software he can retrieve
plaintext.
5) DNA Tiles Assembly Method : Utilizing the macromolecular building blocks which are called DNA tiles based on the branched
DNA strands, DNA nano structures provide a programmable methodology for bottom-up nano-scale construction of patterned
structures. These tiles have sticky ends termed pads, which can match the corresponding sticky ends of other DNA tiles,
facilitating further assembly into larger structures known as DNA tiling lattices. The self-assembly process is characterized by
numerous beneficial attributes. It is cost-effective, versatile and facile. The process occurs towards the system’s thermodynamic
minima, resulting in stable and robust structures. Simple self-assembly schemes are already widely used in chemical syntheses. It
has been suggested that the more complicated schemes will ultimately be useful for circuit fabrication, nano- robotics, and
amorphous computing,. Winfree et al. first came up with the idea of computing by self-assembly tiles. Because DNA tiles can be
more easily “programmed” to incorporate the constraints of a given problem, it is possible to exercise some degree of control
over avoiding the considerable waste of material. At the same time, parallel computation can be enhanced by self-assembling
process where information is encoded in DNA tiles. Winfree , Nadrian Seeman , Reif, and Rozenberg have done large
theoretical and experimental work to research the relation of DNA computation to self-assembling structures from the mid1990s. Currently, the self-assembly computation systems have been demonstrated in both 1-D arrangements called “string tiles”,
and 2-D lattices of DNA. Other stable forms of nucleic acids include Z- DNA, non-migrating Holliday junctions, and duplexes
with triple crossovers. For 2-D self-assembly, Winfree has proposed the tile assembly model, and has demonstrated that it is
turning universal by showing that a tile system can simulate Wang tiles [53], which Robinson has shown to be universal . The
tile self-assembly model, which is a formal model with the self-assembly molecules constrained to self-assemble on a square
lattice, is an extension of the tiling theory by Wang tiles that include a specific mechanism for growth based on the physics
of molecular self-assembly. The first experimental demonstration of computation using DNA tile assembly [52], gave a two
layer, linear assembly of TX tiles that performed a bit-wise cumulative XOR computation. Barish et al. have demonstrated a tile
assembly system implementation that could copy an input bit and count it in binary. So DNA nanostructures provide a novel
methodology for us to resolve all kinds of mathematical and combinatorial problems. Now the applications of DNA tiles are
more and more universal. To implement XOR OTP algorithm with DNA, first the operational difficulty was overcome: the nonreusability of the key and the requirement that the key must be random. In [ 40 ], a DNA self-assemble system is designed to
achieve the non- reusability and randomness of keys. There are four systems: encrypting system, ciphertext extracting system,
key extracting system, and decrypting system to implement the encrypting, ciphertext extracting, key extracting and decrypting
processes. Whole encrypting process of OTP is explained as follows:
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First, we describe the basic input tiles. As we know, when we want to send a string of binary message m with n bits, we compute
cipher text ci using formoula ci =mi xor ki , i=1…………n, in which the ki is the secret key kept in the sender and receiver before
hand.

Figure 3.
A string of binary input can be encoded by input tiles. We will use four types of tiles to encode the input binary message. We
denote the set of input tiles as, that are shown in Fig 3 a, which is a graphical representation of each tile has four sides,
expressed as <north, east, south, west>, so the set of input tiles can be denoted as T= {S=<s, null, null, null>,E=< e, null, null,
null>, M=<m, null, null, null>}. The value in the middle of each tile t represents that tile’s value, denoted as v(t). These tiles have
one binding domains, which will stick to the corresponding tiles with the same binding domains. Let m be n-bit input message. The
configuration for n-bit input message m is shown in Fig. 3 b where mi is {0,1} . Two special tiles are called boundary tiles and
denoted as ‘S’ (with one strong bond and three null bonds) and ‘E’ (with one weak bond and three null bonds) respectively. They are
used to denote the start and the end of the input plaintext. They set limits on the extent of the calculation, and will facilitate a
modular approach to the process.
6) Implementing XOR One Time Pad (Vernam
Cipher) using DNA based Addition : There are a number of possible
methodologies for construction of cipher words used for the cryptosystems. One methodology is the random assembly of
one-time-pads in solution. We view such methods less favorably due to the difficulty of achieving both full coverage and yet
still avoiding possible conflicts by repetition of plain- text and/or cipher words.
Other methods like DNA chip technology and Polymerase chain reaction also have their own problems. Therefore a general
algorithm for DNA-based modulo-2 addition of any two non-negative rational binary numbers is presented in [42], [54 ]. DNA
representation of all possible pairs of input non-negative binary bits as shown i n f i g u r e 4 .

F i g u r e 4 : DNA representation of all possible non-negative binary bits to be added
Position refer to the value of either 0 or 1 of bit to be added in the original message and in the cipher word, respectively. DNA
sequences are single-stranded, unique, and non-complementary, except that overlining indicates a complementary DNA sequence, for
example, DEF (0,1) is complementary to DEF(0,1). A number in parentheses refers to a position, whereas a number not in
parentheses refers to the value of the digit at that position. Here the position information provides CNT-probe accessibility for data
write-in/read-out. The first bit is represented by two DNA strands, each containing (from the 5' end) a "position transfer
operator". The second d i g i t is represented by a single DNA strand with the sequence DEF or 0 P P if the digit is either 0 or 1,
respectively. This strand represents an operator that serves as a primer in a primer extension reaction.
As a schematic example, we illustrate how to add binary 1 + 1. The bio-chemical reaction is shown in Figure 5,
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Figure 5 : Illustration of the operation 1+ 1 as an example of a DNA-based addition of two binary bits.
Vertical dotted lines represent hybridization between complementary DNA elements, and reiterated arrows represent p r i m e r
extension.
In the reaction, the operator (primer) representing the bit i in original message sequence (Wi) hybridizes to the appropriate DNA
strand representing the coded bit i (G;). Primer extension yields result DNA strand. This successive reaction represents an example of
a process of horizontal chain reaction, in which input DNA sequences serve as successive templates for extension of result strands.
In classical cryptography, the Vernam cipher (now known as the XOR one-time-pad cryptosystem) is deployed by generating a
sequence, S of R independently distributed random bits known as a one-time-pad. The one-time-pad is replicated, and stored one
copy at the source and one at the destination. Let L be the number of bits of S that remain unused, where initially L = R.
XOR is the operation that essentially is Boolean modulo-2 addition. When a plaintext binary message M which is n < L bits long
needs to be sent, each bit M; is XOR'ed with the message bit K, to produce encrypted bits
Ci = Mi + Ki for i=n
The n bits of S that have been consumed are then destroyed at the source.The encrypted sequence C = (Cl, C~, , ,., Gn) is then
dispatched to the destination,
At the destination, the identical process is repeated. The sequence C is used in place of M.
Our DNA encoded messages are modified in this case by a bit-wise moduio-2 addition computation, so that fragments of the
plain text are converted to cipher strands using the one time pad DNA sequences and the plain text strands are removed afterwards.
In order to take advantage of the massive parallel processing capabilities of biomolecular computation, the following method for
basic operations such as arithmetic (addition and subtraction) permit chaining of the output of these operations into the inputs to
further operations, and to allow operation to be executed in massive parallel fashion.
Generalization of the addition to two non-negative vectors with n-digit binary numbers is straightforward, The two bits in each of
the positions 2° through 2n are represented as shown in Figure 4 with the following modification. At a position i other than
1, unique DNA sequences represent the values O(i) and l(i), and operators are replaced appropriately; for example, DEF(I) and
DEF(1,2) by DNA sequences representing DEF(i) and DEF(i, i+ 1). The m o d u l o -2 addition operation is in theory exactly as
described above. This operation yields a final result strand longer than that shown in Figure 6 but with the same basic
structure. This more general algorithm can readily be extended to th e addition of any two n-digit positive rational numbers.

Figure 6: Illustration of a general DNA-based algorithm for adding two binary digits.
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Combining test tube primer extension reagents performs addition plus DNA one-time-pad strands that appropriately represent two
numbers to be added. The addition is then followed by a primer extension reaction.
7) Encryption using DNA Fragment assembly: DNA fragment assembly is a technology which attempt to reconstruct a large
number of DNA fragments into the original long chain of DNA. In order to solve the limit of length of the sequence, this
technology was developed [41] a nd the measures are as follows: First, amplifying the DNA chain and getting lots of
backup; Second, Obtain a large number of short DNA fragment by cutting the DNA long chain at the random locations; At
last, recombination the DNA fragment, which have the overlapping part, back into the original DNA chain. This
strategy is also called shotgun sequencing. By the help of software, first the encryption staff will translate the
plaintext into binary code sequence, and then keep on translating it into plaintext long chain DNA. After that, the
encryption staff will obtain a large number of DNA fragments by cutting the long-chain DNA randomly by
biotechnology. Then the encryption staff can prepare the key of short-chain DNA. When he finished these steps,
he can start the encryption operations -- implanting the key of short-chain into plaintext DNA fragment, and send
it to the receiver. After the receiver has obtained the DNA fragment which is already processed, firstly, he will
move the key of short-chain, adding by the encryption staff, and then starting fragment assembly to restore the
long-chain of plaintext DNA. Finally, the receiver use the software to translate the long-chain DNA into binary code
sequence, and then keep on convert them to plaintext.
By the use of comparison program of DNA chain, it is found that the resulting DNA chain has the similarity of 8.0% with the
plaintext DNA long-chain and there are some errors in the stage of overlap and layout.
8) Encryption using different structures of DNA Molecule: Design of controllable DNA structures was first introduced by Nadrian
Seeman in 1980s [23]. He invented DNA nanotechnology - the science and technology of building devices using DNA
molecules. In nature DNA plays the role of genetic information carrier, but in this branch of technology it is used
just as a structural material. Attraction of complementary DNA strands is used for building different nanoscale structures
which are described below.
Holliday junction is one of the simplest forms of DNA building blocks. It is a junction between 4 complementary to each other
DNA strands (Fig. 7). It is not recommended to be used in the nano engineering because of its instability induced by strong
electrostatic repulsion.

Figure.7: Holiday Junction
Double crossover molecule (DX) is a more stable structure which consists of two DNA helixes connected by two Holliday
junctions. There are five different structures of DX molecules [figure : 8]. Three of them have parallel helical domains: DPE,
DPOW, DPON and the other two antiparallel helical domains: DAE, DAO.
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Figure.8: DNA Double Crossover Molecules
DX molecules with antiparallel domains are more stable than those with parallel domains . Therefore the DAE and DAO structures
present more interest. The difference between them is that DAE molecule has even number of double helical half-turns between
crossovers and DAO molecule has odd number of half-turns.
The method described in [33] consists of using one long single DNA strand, in order to create a basic structure, and many short
DNA sequences that come as complementary parts to the basic structure forming in this way double stranded DNA in desired
shape. The same principle was used in crossovers that appear between DNA helixes are incorporated for stability of the structure.
An important aspect is finding a long single-stranded DNA. Certain synthesizers allow the synthesis of long oligonucleotides up to
250 bases. Longer single-stranded DNA can be founded in viruses like M13mp18..
Long DNA strands can be synthesized as oligonucleotides of 210 bases in length and short strands as oligonucleotides of 42, 46,
50, or 54 bases in length. The length of short oligonucleotides depends on the number of single-stranded (sticky) terminations of
the structure. These terminations are used for binding other structures with complementary ends.
Steps of the implementation for this structure are the following:
1) Generation of random sequence from DNA alphabet (A, C, T, G) of length 210 bases.
2) Generation of complementary sequences to the first one. For example for the first middle circular sequence (Fig. 9)
complementary sequences were generated in intervals: 22-42 and 169-189.
At the edges complementary sequences can have different lengths depending on the number of “sticky end” of the structure.
For such sequences is performed concatenation of the terminations like: “ACTG”, “TACC”, or “TGAC” (Fig.9 )

Figure.9: DNA Structure for a message binary ‘1’.
9) DNA Cryptography using two level keys: A symmetric key cryptography method in [31] has introduced a new format of cipher
text, where the primary cipher text obtained after encoding is being divided into three unequal parts and then extra parameters
such as primer code, file type code, integrity code, and authentication code are added in between parts of the cipher text to
obtain the final cipher text.
Format of Cipher TextFrom plain text (PT) the primary cipher text (CT) is obtained by using the encryption algorithm and the 1st level key (PK1).
Abbreviations used are: CT-PRIMARY CIPHER TEXT, AUT-AUTHENTICATION CODE (ENCRYPTED FORM), INTRINTEGRITY CODE (ENCRYPTED FORM), FT-FILE TYPE CODE (ENCRYPTED FORM), SPM-STARTING PRIMER
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(GARBAGE), EPM-ENDING PRIMER (GARBAGE), OCT-ORIGINAL CIPHER TEXT FORMAT. The following steps are to
be followed to obtain the final cipher text.
Step-1: Encrypt the plain text with 1st level key (PK1).
Step-2: Divide the primary cipher into three unequal parts.
step-3: Attach AUT, INTR, FT, SPM, EPM with the above CTB’s after encrypting CTB’s using level 2 private keys(which
include the information about the introns (AUT,FT ,ETC) positions and the length of the SPM and EPM ).
IV.
DNA STEGANOGRAPHY
Steganography is a class of techniques that hide secret messages within other messages. In a steganography system, also
explained in [55], [22], the original plaintext is not actually encrypted but is instead disguised or hidden within other data.
Historical examples of steganography systems are the use of grills that mask out all of an image except the secret message,
microphotographs placed within larger images, invisible inks, etc. The cryptography literature generally consider conventional
steganography methods to have low security (in fact there is disagreement whether steganography is actually encryption,
since the plaintext is not actually encrypted but instead disguised within other media) and there are numerous cases where
steganography methods have been broken in practice . However, it is very appealing due to it's simplicity. There are a number
of techniques for applying steganography in the context of biomolecular computation. One method is to take one or more input
DNA strands (considered to be the plaintext message) and append to them one or more randomly constructed "secret key"
strands. The resulting "tagged plaintext" DNA strands are then hidden by mixing them within many other additional
"distracter" DNA strands which might also be constructed by random assembly. Given knowledge of the "secret key" strands,
the resulting solution of DNA strands can be decrypted by a number of possible known recombinant DNA separation
methods. For example, the plaintext message strands may be separated out by hybridization with the complements of the
"secret key" strands might be placed in solid support on magnetic beads or on a prepared surface. These separation steps
may combined with amplification steps.
In a true cryptographic cipher the security is dependent on a secret key. The s ecurity of the above system is expected to
derive from - as is the case with all steganographic systems- the fact that the adversary is unaware of the existence of the
message in the medium of transmission, and/or can not distinguish the plaintext message from the medium. As soon as
this assumption is no longer valid, the system can generally be compromised. In particular, this DNA steganography
system's security is entirely dependent on the degree that the message DNA strands are indistinguishable from the
"distracter" DNA strands.
V.
DNA CERTIFICATION
Strictly speaking, DNA certification doesn’t deal with much DNA computing techniques, but mainly employ the biological
characteristics of DNA [55]. Currently, the DNA certification is broadly applied in the field of justice, finance, and so on, which
will certificate biological individuals accurately.
Celland apply their methods to the purpose of certification and security. In 2000, DNA Technology Company of Canada also
using the DNA sequence to the product certification of the Sydney Olympic game in those years. Nearly 50,000,000 keepsakes
were all marked with a special ink from Olympic T-shirts to coffee cups. This kind of DNA segment in the inky mark was randomly
extracted an athlete’ genome from nearly a hundred, then it was rather difficult to fabricate. This kind of way to utilize a portable
scanner to scan the information in the ink marking would distinguish whether the keepsakes were authentic which were much
cheap than the whole interest trademarks but the increasing cost was only one nickel.
If we make use of the basic principle of DNA steganography to the appraisal of DNA, we can carry on much wider certification. At
present, there have been masses of biological genetic engineering are under way. The above technologies will make the
researchers add the DNA certification information to the organ tissue, and by identifying the information of DNA certification to
validate the customer identity and the copyright information.
Currently, in these kinds of DNA techniques, the development of DNA certification technique is most mature and the application is
most wide. However, the introduction of the DNA computing into the DNA steganography and certification techniques will improve
the complication of algorithm and the level of security.
VI.
PROBLEMS WITH DNA COMPUTING
Although the DNA computing is a fire-new computing mode, it can’t get away from the influence of Turing in the corresponding
theoretical computing model. The DNA computing is still placed in a theoretical stage, its computing model was mostly just using
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molecular technique to resolve a certain problems, and put on an experiment to resolve a certain problem, the varieties of problems
lead to the discrepancy of computing schemes, there still haven’t an uniform computing and coding model currently. Under the
existing DNA computing mode, the time complexity of DNA computing compared to the space complexity doesn’t increase
with the computational complexity remarkably. That is, DNA computing only converts the time complexity into space complexity.
Then, once the complication of problems breaks the physical limit of DNA segment, which operated by the bio-chemical technique,
DNA computing is still too far away to reach. Boneh spend nearly 4 months to construct DES(E) solution, however, the quantities
of cipher key of AES algorithm utilized by the US federal government is 21 times compared to DES algorithm. Therefore,
according to the Boneh’s way, it will cost several years if we construct AES(E) solution. So we can say that Boneh’s method can
only break the symmetric system under 64 bits. Mathematical cryptography can be easily increasing the length of the cipher, thereby
it’ll prevent the cryptography from powerful attack using DNA computer. Therefore, in terms of existing DNA computing mode,
though DNA computers greatly improve the ability of the cipher break of people, it is not good to construct genuine intimidation to
the security of cryptography. DNA cipher is the beneficial supplement to the existing mathematical cipher, it is a good prior choice
especially to the lower demand real-time encryption system.
VII.
CONCLUSION
After discussing the various DNA based encryption/decryption algorithms, we can say that these algorithms provide the better and
double layer security than the traditional cryptographic algorithms. But these algorithms impose two fold computing difficulty as
well and due to this they posses high confidential strength.
The application technology of DNA computing in cryptography is comparatively not mature enough and some DNA
computing methods and models could not be used in laboratory. The nanotechnology and biological technology hold tremendous
promise, but many technical hurdles will have to be overcome before complex methods can be developed into a practical
commercial technology. If the molecular word can be controlled at will, it may be possible to achieve vastly better performance
for information storage and information security.
VIII.
FUTURE SCOPE
In future research, scientists should do further research to provide a theoretical proof of DNA cryptosystem’s validity to make it be
provable security level, and perfect the algorithm's security model. Also, they need to make full use of DNA computing and
biological characteristics to eliminate the disadvantages.
In theory OTP cipher is absolutely secure. But practically, key distribution and key generation are critical issues to be resolved for
the use of OTP ciphers. Key space should be large enough so that keys can only be used once. DNA having huge storage
capacity, can be manipulated to generate key space to be used for OTP cipher.
There are also some areas that need to be improved. For example, Time and computational complexity are two of the most
important parameters for any kind of cryptographic systems, DNA cryptography dealing with the manipulation of DNA
sequences takes a lot of time to deal and work out with DNA sequences as compared to time taken by many very efficient
algorithms of traditional cryptography.
In steganography field, there is a strong need to prove and show that whether DNA stegnography systems with natural DNA
plaintext input can or cannot be made to be unbreakable.
In short we can say that DNA Cryptographic field
requires a lot of research and work to have a position in which it can be
implemented and used for practical purposes. There is a need that people from traditional cryptography and DNA technology
should exchange knowledge among each other and cryptosystems should be devised in such a way that they can enjoy benefit from
both the fields
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